[Facial volumes and vertical facial type: a three dimensional comparative study].
The purpose of this study was to compare the volume of facial cavities in untreated young subjects with long- and short-faces. Two groups of thirty subjects each, one with low (GoGn-SN < or = 28 degrees), and the other with high (GoGn-SN > or = 36 degrees) mandibular plane angles, ages between 18 to 30 years, were selected. For each subject, volumes of orbital, sinusal and buccal cavities were measured from CT scans with the AMIRA software. The statistical studies were performed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov, followed by Student "t" test (p < 0.05). Results suggest that there is no statistically significant difference between the volume of facial cavities in long- and short-face subjects. Only the ratio of nasal cavity volume to the total volume is significantly smaller in the short-face group. A compensatory phenomenon might exist between the three directions of growth to equilibrate an excess or deficit of the vertical dimension, thus maintaining constant the volume of facial cavities.